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where does the word ¨apartheid¨ 
from and mean

the word apartheid is afrikaans and means 
separateness 



What were some of the apartheid 
laws of South Africa

. people had to have ID Cards

. could be harassed by police officers

. could not vote



The government and police reacted by using 
extreme violence and more brutality 

From 1970-1980 the south african government saw an 
increase in anti apartheid protests and acts of 
sabotage.  how did the government react ?



what type of sanctions did the international community 
and african nation impose upon south africa during the 
apartheid during the 1960s

They were kicked out of olympics and airports 
wouldn't fly planes to south africa.



How did the holocaust and Hitler’s ¨final 
solution¨ related ?

Both involved the removal of certain 
ethnicity/group of people  



Which group in rwanda did the belgians think 
we're superior Thus giving them power to rule 
rawand ?

the group that had power was the tutsi 



What were some of the warning signs that 
genocide would take place in Rwanda in the 
1990s 

The warning signs that genocide would happen 
is the identification of the hutu and tutsi people.



What were some of the impacts on post-
genocide rwanda ?

Some of the impacts include revenge on the 
people that caused the genocide also hatred 
and whole families being killed off.



How did Rwanda the crimes against humanity after 
the genocide. 

Rwanda dealt with the crimes by putting leaders on trial 
while soldiers were not charged.



 What was that was planned for victory over 
the nazis ?

The Plan to defeat the nazis was by giving them a two front war 



Why were thousands of US citizens put in 
internment camps during the war?

Many citizens were put in camps because the government 
thought that they might betray them 



Why did Truman agreed to use the 
atomic bomb?

He thought it would bring the quick end to the war



what were some reasons for the high 
number of displaced people after ww2?

one reason is is that many people were ripped from their 
homes and forced to live in other countries. another would 
be the fact that many people fled their homelands so they 
would not be ripped from their families. 



What prompted Great Britain and France 
declared war on Germany at the start of 
ww2

Hitler had invaded Poland which Great Britain and France 
had an alliance with.



Which of the following was addressed by 
the Nuremberg trials 

The crimes that were addressed were mostly war 
crimes and crimes against humanity 



what event is Sarajevo ignited the great 
war?

The assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand



what is the most probable link between 
militarism and imperialism?

As a country grows so does its military power for protection.



what was trench warfare intended to 
accomplish?

To protect soldiers from enemy fire.



how did the allies respond to wilson's vision 
for peace?

Britain and France showed little sign of agreeing.



what was the significant in the allied victory 
at the battle of the marne?

Forced Germany into a two front war.



what did the policy of unrestricted 
submarine warfare refer to during ww2?

Germany was able to sink British ships freely.



how did the treaty of versailles affect post-
ww1 germany?

Left Germans bitter and angry.



what were woodrow wilson's 14 points?
1. no secret agreements
2. free navigation of all seas
3. an end to all economic barrier between countries 
4. countries to reduce weapon numbers
5. all decisions regarding the colonies should be impartial
6. the german army is to be removed from russia
7. belgium should be independent like before war
8. france should be fully liberated and allowed to recover
9. all italians are to be allowed to live in italy

10. self-determination should be allowed to for all living in austria-hungary
11. self-determination and guarantees of independence should be allowed for the balkar states
12. the turkish people should be governed by turkish government
13. an independent poland should be created with access to the sea
14. a league of nations should be formed.



what does a war become once the 
participating countries began devoting all of 
their resources to the war effort?
It then becomes a total war...


